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-Courtesy National Petroleum News

SYMBOLS OF AIR POWER
Many such fractionating columns are now being constructed to
supply the ever increasing demand for IOO-octane aviation gas.

U. S. air power greatly depends on our ability to produce this
high power fuel. (See article on Page 18)



DEAN

R. C.
GOWDY

IN a previous i~sue of the COOPERATIVE ENGI-
NEER *, something has been said of the origin

and early stages of special courses which were
organized for the benefit of those whose useful-
ness and efficiency in the defense effort might
be improved by relatively short, specific training.
Following conferences in Washington in June,

] 940, and subsequent surveys conducted by engi-
neering colleges throughout the country, the
Office of Education sponsored the E.D.T. (Engi-
neering Defense Training) program. Local in-
vestigations had indicated that most effective
service could be offered to those already employed,
and therefore the initial courses were all offered
in the evening hours. The executive direction of
this work therefore devolved automatically on
Dean Norman Auburn of the Evening College.
The E.D.T. program was initiated early in

1941 by the offering of three courses: four sec-
tions ill Materials Inspection and Testing on this
campus and two sections in Hamilton, three sec-
tions on roduction Supervision here and one at
Hamilton, and two sections in Tool Engineering
given here. For these courses 453 students were
enrolled, 322 in Cincinnati and 131 in Hamilton;
twenty-one instructors were required, of which
ten were members of the faculty of the College
of Engineering and Commerce and eleven were
obtained from industry. In-so-far as possible, off-
campus instructors were selected from those who
had had teaching experience, preferably those
who had previously taught in the Evening Col-
lege and whose ability was therefore known.
Experience in the spring of 1941 indicated

that the organization of defense training courses
would require the full-time services of some one
for this work. Fortunately, it was possible to
obtain in September, 1941, for this assignment
Mr. Robert Hynes ("Bobby" Hynes, C.E. '25, to
his fellow schoolmates and countless football
enthusiasts who knew him as one of the notable
quarterbacks in the gridiron history of U. C.).
*Dean's page, October 1940 issue.
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E.S.M.D. T.
In the summer of 1941, the E.D.T. was ex-

panded to the E.S.M.D.T. (Engineering, Science,
and Management Defense Training). This broad-
ened program provided additional facilities for
training, so that in the autumn of 1941 the fol-
lowing courses were offered:

Cincinnati
Materials Inspection & Testing 3 sections
Tool Engineering 2 "
Production Supervision 2 "
Diesel Engines 1
Metallurgical Test. & Insp 2
Radio Equipment & Inspection 2
Practical Mechanics & Strength
of Materials 2

Safety Engineering 1
Personnel & Labor Relations 1
Production & Labor Statistics 1
Techniques of Modern
Supervision 2

Accounting Practice for Defense
Industries 1

Defense Contract Cost Account-
ing Practice 1 1

Total enrollment for the program was 892, 705
enrolled in Cincinnati classes and 187 in Ham-
ilton.
These courses required forty-six instructors,

of which twenty-three were obtained from the
campus and twenty-three were recruited from
industry and commerce.
In the spring program of E.S.M.D.T. an ad-

vanced course in Radio Equipment and Inspec-
tion and a course in Advanced Defense Contract
Practice were added. The total enrollment for
the program was 781, 693 in Cincinnati and 88
in the Hamilton classes. Of the 36 instructors
giving this work, 19 were obtained from the
campus and 17 from industry.
A limited program of E.S.M.D.T. evening

courses will be offered during the summer, begin-
ning early in July.
All of the courses listed above have been given

in the evening sine initial and subsequent surveys
showed that our services would be most valuable
if planned for the up-grading of those already in
industrial employment.
But in October, 1941, there developed a special

need for the training of day students in ultra-
high frequency radio technique. Professor Oster-
brock, as a representative from one of forty
selected colleges, was sent to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology for a conference in this
very important field, and a special course was
given to all senior electrical engineering students
and other students qualified for this training.
It is interesting to note that this development had
been foreseen and preparatory work had been
given during the first term, which made this
course particularly effective.
Late in December the Ordnance Department

presented its need for the training of inspectors.
In spite of difficulties presented by priorities on
equipment and the dearth of instructors, a full-
time day course of 12 weeks duration was organ-

(Continued on Page 32)

Hamilton
2 sections
1 "
1 "
1

"
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HAM RADIO READY TO FIGHT
JAMES WILSON

CH.E. '43

THE amateur radio operators of the United ingenuity, and versatility of the licensed amateur
.States are again lending their abilities and radio operators who volunteered in large numbers

facilities to the defense of the United States as for military service and served in dangerous and
they did in 1917. No hobbyist appreciates the responsible positions." Such was the work of the
freedom of this country as the amateur operator ham in World War I.
does. The United States has always been the fore- The war time silence of ham radio ended almost
most, and not infrequently the only, nation in the a year after the Armistice when re-licensing of
world defending the right of the "hams" (as they the amateur stations began. Soon afterwards, the
call themselves) to occupy a portion of the radio inauguration of commercial broadcasting in-
frequency spectrum. The radio regulations are creased the number of radio experimenters tre-
more liberal here than in any other place in the rnendously. Technical advances were rapid:
world, and it is not surprising to find that there amateurs made trans-oceanic contacts and the
are about 55,000 ham operators, more than the hobby became truly international. Handling of
combined number in all of the other countries messages for third parties without pay was be-
of the world. gun, and a spirit of cooperation and a necessity

In 1914, the American Radio Relay League was for accuracy naturally developed in the relaying
founded to aid in relaying messages to distant of messages from station to station.
parts of the country which were out of the range Both the Army and the Navy, profiting from
of the transmitters of those days. The League wartime experience, formed communications
has since become the official spokesman for the auxiliaries in which the amateur might take part.
amateurs, and this organization has always The Naval Communications Reserve consisted
worked closely with the Federal Communications mostly of amateur operators who held drills on
Commission in determining the status of amateur the air from the individual stations in addition
radio. Until December 7, 1941, amateur operation to meeting weekly at the local Reserve unit for
continued in this country as in time of world peace national drills and training programs. The Army
except that contacts with foreign stations were Amateur Radio System was a network of ama-
prohibited. Certainly the government demon- teurs who held drills from their own stations
strated its trust in amateur radio by permitting with Army stations. The Army system often
uncensored operation of these thousands of sta- formed the nucleus of highly efficient message
·tions until this country actually was attacked. handling networks for relaying third-party com-

_Not nearly as complex a science or as well munications. Both of the above organizations
developed an art then as now, ham radio never- served two important purposes: they formed a
theless made a name for itself in 1917-18. Over reserve for the armed forces of a large number
6,000 amateurs were licensed prior to 1917, and of thoroughly trained radiomen; and, for the ama-
conservative estimates give 3,500 as the number teur's benefit, undoubtedly raised considerably the
of these who saw military service. Most of these caliber of the operations of all amateurs.
men served as radio operators, many as radio About 1934 the amateur found a new field for
instructors; some were commissioned immediately experiment, the ultra-high-frequency phenomena.
because of their wide amateur radio experience. Knowledge of communications on wave lengths
At the outset, equipment of the better stations of about seven meters and below was almost non-
was borrowed for use by the government. Imme- existent until amateurs began communicating on
diate availability of these self-trained, experi- the five-meter band. In larger cities this high-
enced radiomen played an important part in frequency work became popular because of the
giving the forces of the United States a reliable simplicity of the equipment. Unfortunately the
communications system. The Secretary of Com- average range of communications is usually
merce said at the conclusion of the war, "The only about forty miles: contacts over longer dis-
officers in charge of the wireless operations of tances are possible with high locations or in times
our armies in France commend highly the skill, of freak weather or sun-spot activity. It is in

4 THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER.



this field of ultra-high-frequency wcrkfhat the stations .to augment interrupted ..wire facilities
amateur will prove his greatest civilian useful- could prove invaluable in plate-spotting networks.
ness in this war. All amateur activities were suspended tempo-

The European war silenced all amateur opera- rarily when the United States was attacked. The
ti.on on that continent while this country per- Federal Communications Commission then an-
mitted unrestricted operation. The American nounced that further operation of amateur sta-
Radio Relay League realized the need for neu- tions was only to be permitted where local
trality and accordingly started a campaign of authorities deemed amateur radio necessary to
self censorship among the hams so that there aid in the emergency communications system.
would be no reason for suspending operation. On Relicensing of stations began under the joint
June 5, 1940, the Federal Communications Com- approval of the F.C.C. and the local defense
mission ordered cessation of contacts between organization. Operation was strictly limited to
U. S. hams and all foreign amateurs. tate in the actual drills or practice under the direction of the
same summer the immense task of registering defense council. On January 2, the F.C.C. tem-
all amateurs with the F. B. I. to prove their citi- porarily discontinued relicensing at the request
zenship was undertaken. of the Defense Communications Board. This ac-

Axis victories in Europe caused the United tion was taken so that more careful drafting of
States to begin its arming program. Calling of controlling regulations concerning radio communi-
Naval Communications Reserve men to active
duty was the first contribution from the amateur
ranks, Both the Army and the Navy appealed
for volunteers for training as radiomen; large
numbers of hams volunteered. The Selective
Service Act drafted many amateurs. The hams
were urged to present their qualifications at indue-
ti011centers, and the Army itself has instructed
that all radio operators in the draft be noted so
that they may be sent to Signal Corps training
schools immediately. Reserve commissions are
offered to technically-qualified radiomen, and
amateur experience is regarded as an excellent
qualification. The scope of jobs in the services
for amateurs of all degrees of experience is very
large. For months QST, the leading amateur radio
publication, has been devoting several pages to
listing the types of men and experience wanted.
Every amateur, whether he enlists or is drafted,
will find that his hobby has given him a big ad-
vantage over the average serviceman. As an
example, the Navy offers experienced amateurs
with high school education the privilege of enlist-
ing as radiomen second class: this is equal to four
full promotions over the ordinary enlistee-quite
an advantage for just having a hobby!

The majority of amateurs are not available for
active military service: an Army survey showed
that the average age is about thirty, and sixty
per cent are married. These men who will stay
at home plan to serve in other ways. The Army
survey showed that 20,000 of the amateurs were
willing to serve in an aircraft detection network ;
also that seventeen per cent of the stations were
equipped 'with their own sources of power and
were thus independent of power line failure.
Twenty-thousand men could not possibly cover
a country of this size, but the availability of these
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A [J. C. ham adjusts an ex-perimental
2.s-meter tromsmiiter

cations would be possible. At present nothing is
known of the new regulations, although they will
undoubtedly be similar to the old in that the local
defense units will have control over the operations
of the amateur stations. One eastern city, which
had its amateur radio emergency system organ-
ized immediately after the war started, made
each of the operators a reserve member of the
police department to verify his official position in
cases of an emergency.

Most stations in these defense networks are
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expected to operate on wave lengths of about two The Office of Civilian Defense has included
meters for several definite advantages result from amateur radio's possibilities in its plans for emer-
using this wave length for local work. At this gency preparedness. It is amateur radio which
high frequency the waves do not carry beyond a is expected to furnish communications when tele-
few dozen miles, at the most, and each sizeable phone and telegraph lines go dead. As this is
city may have a whole network of stations in written, the Q.C.D. and the F.C.C. are working
operation without interfering with a similar to establish the hams in a permanent and respon-
network on the same frequency fifty or more sible position in local defense work.
miles away. Transmitters and receivers for this Cincinnati's organization, the Queen City Emer-
work are simple to build and operate, and they gency Network, was active as early as ten months
may be constructed compactly enough to be car- ago in operating a plane-spotting network. This
ried in one hand. When powered by battery, the organization consisted of about thirty stations
unit may be operated while being carried, espec- which held drills on the air and actually engaged
ially since an efficient antenna may be only two in real practice by following the movements of a
feet long. National interest in building this port- chartered plane from observations of the member-
able equipment has resulted in many communities stations. The Network is now the active body
having efficient organizations for the continuation in Cincinnati in building an emergency network
of communications in case wire facilities are dis- to collaborate with fire and police departments

and the local defense council. The men in the
"at Network demonstrated the practicability of using

their portable equipment to the fire department
a few months ago, when lightweight transmitters
and receivers were carried in and out of buildings,
in steel elevator shafts and underground with no
interruption to communication.

The amateur radio station at the University
of Cincinnati will soon be equipped to operate
on the ultra-high frequencies. The high location
of the University makes W8YX a possible loca-
tion for a control station for this area. Emer-
gency power could be made available by driving
the alternators in the Electrical Engineering
laboratory with a car or tractor; that power
source was tapped during the flood of 1937 when
W8YX rendered such excellent service.

_ u t e The service of hams to the community in time
Portable emergency communications uruii -CJ -.: - - of floods, war, and other disasters is rendered

willingly because it is a justification for their
rupted, The building campaign really did not existence and occupancy of crowded radio wave
begin until last fall when the Chief Signal Officer lengths. Peacetime development of equipment,
of the Army emphasized the importance of a techniques, and operating abilities of the hams
reserve of portable transmitters to be used in an has been done at the almost negligible cost to the
emergency. Since the attack on Pearl Harbor, public of maintaining a few men in the F.e.C.
the building of new units has increased with the That peacetime work is now beginning to show
help of the American Radio Relay League plans results: now over 15,000 hams are in the nation's
for efficient and standardized equipment. The service in the Army and the Navy. Probably
idea of standardization is new to the highly indi- 15,000 more will soon be giving their time and
vidualistic amateur, but it is requisite in an equipment to the service of emergency communi-
emergency where instant interchangeability of cations systems.
equipment means no lost time in repairs to dam- War has not killed ham radio in other coun-
aged or burnt-out transmitters. Almost all power tries since many foreign amateur societies are
will be in the form of automobile batteries, but still publishing their journals as before. The war
lighter battery-powered units will be used for a will furnish a good chance for ham radio to
maximum of portability, and generator sets un- demonstrate its value, and for the ham to study
doubtedly will be used at higher-powered control electrical theory in preparation for his next ven-
stations. ture, television, when peace shall come.

6 THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



GUIDING HYPER-FREQUENCY WAVES
v«. C. OSTERBROCK

Professor of Electrical Enaineerina

A RELATIVELY new and uncommon type of total transit time of an electron may be as short
electromagnetic wave transmission has been as a thousandth of a microsecond. Special types

receiving a great deal of attention recently, not of tubes, such as the Klystron and the magnetron,
only because it seems to fit naturally into many are used to generate oscillations of the frequencies
applications of ultra-high frequency radio sys- in this range, and the most satisfactory method
tems, but also on account of the novel methods for detecting and measuring these oscillations is
of tuning, impedance matching, and measurement by means of a refined version of the crystal detec-
employed. This transmission is by means of tor, one of the earliest devices used in radio.
"wave guides," which can assume a number of For the sake of brevity, the present discussion
different forms. will be limited to wave guides formed of hollow

The possibility of this type of wave transmis- metallic tubes or pipes. Electromagnetic energy
sion was first shown by Lord Raleigh in 1897, may be transmitted through such a tube with
in a paper entitled "On the passage of electric very good efficiency, and it may then' be radiated
"Taves through tubes, or the vibrations of dielec- directly from the open end of the tube or, by
tric cylinders" (Phil. Mag., 43, 125-132). Scat- use of suitable coupling means, it may be trans-
tered contributions by various workers have ferred to an electric circuit or a conventional
appeared from time to time since 1910, but active transmission line. The most notable difference
development and study were undertaken inde- between a tubular wave guide and a concentric
pendently by Dr. G. C. Southworth of the Bell or coaxial transmission line is the omission of
Telephone Laboratories and by Dr. W. L. Barrow the central conductor, so that there is no circuit
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, publi- in the ordinary sense; that is, we can no longer
cation of both their investigations being made in think of a current flowing toward the load in one
1936. Work in this field has been continuous since C

that time, and it has spread to many other m~:z222Z22Z2Z?Z::z2?L~~~Z2Z2Z22Z~~:2?2Z1

laboratories,
These investigations have shown that electro-

magnetic waves can be transmitted through
conducting tubes, either with air as dielectric or
when the tubes are filled with solid or liquid d

dielectric substance. A number of experiments c

have even been carried out using pure water as
the dielectric material. Waves may also be car- ~.~=.~===1
ried along a dielectric cylinder without metallic
enclosure, such as a rod of paraffin or of poly- ~o~=o====~
styrene. All these waves are referred to as
guided uiaves, and their outstanding feature is · •
the extremely high frequency required for any _dCourtesy American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

reasonable size of the conducting structure or Fig. i-Electric amd magnetic fields in
guide. These frequencies are of the order of a typical wave guide
thousands of megacycles per second, and they conductor and returning in the other. Currents
are referred to as hyperjrequencies. The asso- do flow in the wall of the tube forming the wave
ciated free-space wavelengths are of the order guide, but they are local currents only, following
of a few centimeters, and they are variously individual closed paths at intervals along the
known as microwaves, centimeter waves, or deci- length of the tube.
meter waves. The frequencies are so high that A much closer correspondence between a wave
ordinary vacuum tubes cannot be used for gen- guide of this type and a coaxial transmission line
erating, amplifying, or detecting them, because may be observed by comparing the distribution
the motion of the electrons between tube elements of electric and magnetic fields in the two ..cases.
is too slow to permit the rapid variations re- These are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, giving in cross
quired. This is true in spite of the fact that the section and in longitudinal section the configura-
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tion of electric and magnetic lines of force. F'ig. 1 be for a radio wave traveling in free space. Sur-
represents the conditions in wave guides using prisingly enough, waves travel more rapidly in
two different modes of t.ransmiss'ion. Electric the guide than they would in free space, and
lines of force are indicated by solid lines, and under some conditions their speed is many times
magnetic lines of force by dashed lines. Figure as great in the guide. The relationship between
2 (A) represents the same quantities for a coaxial velocity in the guide and velocity in free space
cable of the usual type, in which the outer con- can be stated quite simply, but before giving this
ductor is used as one side of the circuit, and Fig. relation it will be necessary to consider another
2 (B) shows the conditions for a pair of shielded interesting property of this form of electrical
wires, the shield being electrically neutral. It will transmission.
be observed that there is a striking similarity in For any given diameter of wave guide there is
the cross-sectional diagrams for the two types of a limiting frequency below which transmission
transmission, but that the longitudinal sections will not take place. In this respect, the wave guide
show some points of difference. We may still see behaves like a high-pass filter, which passes all
a correspondence between the two cases, how- frequencies above its cut-off frequency and atten-
ever, if we imagine the electric lines of force uates very strongly all frequencies below the

~ YlZ/fl2////J/A?h'i//7/////ffff///////////?//7/////?T//77///i cut-off point. Thus for a cylindrical wave guide
of three-inch inside diameter employing the H1

mode of transmission, the lowest frequency that
can be transmitted turns out to be 2.30 x 109

cycles per second, or 2300 megacycles per second.
The corresponding free-space wavelength is 13.0
centimeters. It is not desirable to operate too
near the cut-off frequency, and a tube of this size
would customarily be used with a frequency close
to 3000 megacycles per second, or a free-space
wavelength of 10 centimeters. The critical value
of wavelength for this mode of transmission is
stated in terms of the diameter of the pipe by
the following equation:

Ac == 1.708 Vi{ d,
in which d is the inner diameter of guide in centimeters,

k is the dielectric constant of the medium
(1 for air), and

Ac is the free-space wavelength corresponding
to cut-off frequency, in centimeters.

An interesting demonstration is to include a
c

\0; .;>nlC-L..Llt;U r"1"'I1f'

-- LINES OF ELECTRIC F0RCE --- --- LINES OF MAGNETIC FORCE
-Courtesy American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Fig. 2-Electric and magnetic fields in
(a) coaxial cable and (b) shielded pai1"

which would normally terminate on the inner
conductor of the coaxial line to be turned in the
direction of the axis for a certain distance, and
then redirected to the outer wall. It would almost
seem that the function of the inner conductor is
assumed by the axial component of electric field.
In the ordinary transmission line, both electric
and magnetic fields are entirely transverse to the
direction of transmission, but in every mode of
operation of a wave guide, at least one of the two
fields must contain a longitudinal component.
The two modes shown in Fig. 1 have longitudinal
components of electric field, but the magnetic
field is entirely transverse. Figure 3 shows two
other modes of operation having the opposite
combination, that is, magnetic fields with both
longitudinal and transverse components, and
electric fields entirely transverse to the axis. The
distribution labeled Hi in Fig. 3 is in many re-
spects the simplest type, and it is the one most
commonly used.

The electric and magnetic fields shown in these
figures are not stationary-they travel along the
guide with a definite velocity. This velocity, how-
ever, is not equal to the speed of light, as it would

8

SECTIONS ~UGH c-o ~ HI WAVE

-- LINES OF ELECTRIC FORCE ----- LINES OF MAGNETIC FORCE

-Courtesy A,)}er'-can Telephone and Telegraph Cu.
F1~g.3-Electric and mrumetic fields in

typical wave guire
section of 2-inch tubing in the wave-guide system.
This diameter is too small to support transmission
of 10-centimeter waves, and no output will be

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



obtained. If, however, the 2-inch tube is filled
throughout its length with a plug of paraffin,
practically complete transmission occurs, because
the dielectric constant of paraffin (2.5) increases
the critical wavelength of AC above the 10-
centimeter value and thus satisfies the above
condition.

Returning to the question of velocity of propa-
gation in a wave guide, Figs. 1 and 3 show clearly
that a definite wavelength is present in the elec-
tromagnetic field. This wavelength is, however,
not the same as that in free space for the same
frequency. It is given by

Ao

Ag= ~1-(+)'
where Ao is the wavelength in free space,

Ac is the critical wavelength, and
AI{ is the wavelength in the guide, all expressed in

centimeters.

It is seen that the wavelength in the guide is
greater than the wavelength in free space, and
as the critical or cut-off frequency is approached
the wavelength in the guide increases rapidly,
and in fact tends toward infin itv.

Fig. 5-Cross-sectional view of transfer section

fe is the cut-off frequency in megacycles/second,
and

f is the actual frequency in megacycles/second.

As stated above, v., exceeds the velocity of
light, and as the cut-off frequency is approached,
v, actually approaches infinity!

The fact that this velocity is greater than the
speed of light does not violate the fundamental
postulate of relativity, since v, represents the
phase velocity of the wave in the guide. Phase
velocity is the speed with which a portion of the
field having a given phase travels along the guide,
and it may be found by dividing the axial distance
between two successive points of equal phase by
the time of one cycle. The speed at which signals
can be sent, or energy transmitted, along the
guide, is known as the group velocity, and this
velocity turns out to be less than the speed of
light, since

v . v == C2
phase group

These concepts are unfamiliar in electrical
transmission practice, since in the conventional
transmission line, either open-wire or coaxial, the
phase and group velocities are equal, and each
equals the speed of light for a line with negligible
losses. Many other examples occur of phase veloci-
ties in excess of light velocity, the one best known
to radio engineers being the transmission of sig-
nals through the upper ionized layers of the
earth's atmosphere.

When the wave described above reaches the
far end of the wave guide, it may transfer all
its energy to the load at just the rate of its arri-
val. This is analogous to the case of a trans-
mission line terminated in its characteristic

9

Fig. 4-Cross-sectional view of resonant chamber

Since the wave advances one complete wave-
length in every cycle, it follows that the velocity
of propagation must compare with that in free
space in the same manner as do the two wave-
lengths:

where c is the velocity of propagation of light, or
3 x 1010 cm./sec.,

Vg is the velocity of propagation in the guide, in
cm./sec.,
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impedance, and we may refer in the same words
to the wave guide and its load. The concept of
characteristic impedance as applied to a wave
guide is however beyond the scope of this dis-
cussion.

For any other termination except one equal
to characteristic impedance, more or less reflec-
tion will occur at the load end. The reflected
wave will re-enforce the direct wave at some places
along the guide, and will interfere with the direct
wave at intermediate points, thus setting up
standing waves of electric and magnetic field
strength. This state of affairs is precisely similar
to that which occurs on an electrical transmission
line, although in that case we ordinarily refer to
standing waves of voltage and current, instead of
electric and magnetic fields.

If the reflection is almost or entirely complete,
as it will be if the wave guide is closed with a
solid metallic wall or plug, the standing waves
are very pronounced, the distance between sue-
eessive points of maximum being one-half x..
This is a very useful effect, and one which pro-
vides an accurate means of determining the fre-
quency of the supply source.

Figure 4 shows a resonant chamber making
use of the phenomena of standing waves for
measurement purposes. The wave enters by way
of a small aperture or iris I, and is reflected back
and forth between the movable piston P and the
plate containing the iris. If the distance between
P and I is carefully adjusted, all these reflections
re-enforce one another, and strong fields are built
up within the chamber. For any other adjust-
ment, destructive interference occurs and the total

Fig. 6-Resonant chamber connected to a d-c meter
field strength is very much less. The relative
strength of the field is determined by means
of a small probe or antenna A, the tip of which
is immersed in the field as shown, at a point where
the electric intensity is high. The probe is con-
nected through a small crystal detector Xl, to a
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sensitive d-e meter. The resonance indication is
extremely sharp, and it is possible to locate the
best position of P quite accurately. As P is moved
farther from I, another point of resonance will
be found, for which P is just a half wavelength
from its previous position. The coaxial structure
T is a tuner provided with an adjustable shorting
plug, for the purpose of tuning the probe circuit
to resonance and thereby increasing the sensi-
tivity.

One method of transferring the energy passing
along a wave guide to an electrical circuit is
shown in Fig. 5. The wire W is located in the
direction of the electric field, and it will therefore
have an electromotive force induced in it. This
wire is simply an extension of the inner conductor
of a coaxial cable, whose outer conductor is con-
nected to the main body of the wave guide, as
indicated. The induced emf will of course give

Fig. 7-Transfer section with coaxial cable

rise to a current flowing in the cable.
The tuner T and the adjustable piston Pare

provided for the purpose of "matching" the cable
to the wave guide, or in other words to insure
maximum transfer of power from guide to cable.
This arrangement is entirely analogous to the
well-known Lstype matching network for radio
circuits, which consists of one shunt reactance
and one series reactance inserted between a driver
and a load. When both elements have been prop-
erly adjusted, the power fed to the cable is maxi-
mum, and the wave guide is properly terminated,
that is, free from reflections and standing waves.

The apparatus of Fig. 5 can also be used in the
opposite manner, to transfer power from an elec-
tric circuit to a wave guide. The two adjustments
are used for exactly the same purpose as before.
Instead of the wire W of Fig. 5, it is also common
practice to use a short rod antenna or dipole
within the guide, and connected directly to an
oscillator. This will likewise set up an electric
field in the direction of its length. Another method
of exciting the field in a wave guide is by means

(Continued on Page 24)
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LINKING THE AMERICAS

ALBERT WALKER
G.E. '43

SIMON BOLIVAR, South America's "Great were made to do the necessary surveying and
Liberator," might appropriately be named research. This occurred at the time when the

the father of Pan Americanism. He wrote in 1818 : automobile was taking its first. hold in our country
"When more favorable circumstances afford and others, requiring the building of new roads

us more frequent communications and closer and the improving of old ones. Because of the
relations, we shall hasten, with the liveliest road building impetus, the suggestion was
interest to set on foot, on our part, the Ameri- changed, and an international highway or trunk
can covenant which, by forming one political road was planned stretching 16,000 miles from
body of all our republics, shall the Arctic town of Fairbanks,
present America to the world Alaska, to Magellanes on the nar-
with an aspect of majesty and rows of the Straits of Magellan.
greatness wi tho u t parallel Although much valuable work
among the ancient nations. was done in the past, especially
America, thus unified, will be in the form of land and economic
able to call herself the queen surveys in the "20's", the next
of nations, the mother of re- significant step after 1890 was
publics." taken when President Franklin
This was the motivating D. Roosevelt coined the phrase

thought of his dream which, "Good Neighbor Policy" in his
though doomed to failure in his first inaugural speech. This ini-
lifetime, remains one of the great tiative led to many conferences,
dreams of history. He wanted the most important of which
to see and to have a great federa- were held at Buenos Aires, Ar-
tion of American Nations. He gentina, in 1936; at Lima, Peru,
wanted to call them into a par- in 1938; at Havana, Cuba, in
liament or congress which would 1940; and at Rio de Janeiro,
meet regularly to promote in- Brazil, in January, 1942; in all
ternational good will. Such an Cuts courtesy of The Highway Magazine of which the present adminis-
· t A' f Alternate routes of the t ti . t I' t t dIn er- merican con erence was Pan Americom Highway ra Ion was In ense y In eres e .
started in 1826 in Panama, but These successful conferences
it accomplished nothing except the establishment made way for further backing in the nature of
of the principles of co-operation among the huge loans and extended technical aid of all sorts
American Nations. Politicians did not think to all nations wanting it, particularly since 1940.
much about them, but students of Latin America The results of this short-lived but continuous
and Henry Clay did accept these principles. The campaign was amazing; for slowly but surely,
thought remained as a result, an intellectual idea, the Pan American Highway-perhaps the greatest
until the founding of the Pan American Union road ever projected-is shaping up. Even now,
in 1890 at the suggestion of Secretary of State, it is more than a highway for tourists, more than
J. G. Blaine. an avenue of commerce: it is the hope and vision

It has been realized since, some time prior to of Simon Bolivar coming true. It is the one phy-
the founding of the Union, that something very sical means of solidifying the Americas, and it
physical and something more tangible than just is coming into reality and nearing completion
conferences was needed to make Pan Americanism at a very desirable and critical time. It is the
operate effectively, successfully, and satisfactorily. destiny of America that will knit together the
First, a railroad was suggested and resolutions social and political fabric of her many nations.
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Before going further, let us see where this
Appian Way of modern times leads.

KALEIDOSCOPIC ROUTE

The North American section is fairly well
known. Entering Mexico at Laredo, Texas, one
heads for Monterrey over the longest straight
highway in the world. From Monterrey one
winds along 600 miles of contrasts-valleys,
plains, mountains, donkeys, ox-carts, stream-
lined busses; adjoining fields tilled by tractor
and oxen, thatched adobe huts surrounding a
modern filling station, and native Indians ming-
ling with college-trained engineers. Then sud-
denly the road lifts by almost impassable curves
to the cool plateau of Mexico City.

Farther south the highway skirts snow-capped
volcanoes as it descends to the colorful environ-
ment of southern Mexico with its buried cities
and archeological monuments of ancient civiliza-
tion. Beyond Oaxaca the road crosses the last
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mountain range in Mexico, spans the Tehuantepec
Isthmus, and comes to Guatemala-the land of
smoldering volcanic cones reflected in azure lakes,
and the land of Indians in comic-opera costumes.
Traffic whizzes along the excellent roads of the
country to EI Salvador, then to the narrow neck
of Honduras which is quickly crossed. Here one
is in Nicaragua, again amid lakes and volcanoes,
and mountains that must be climbed to get to
Costa Rica. There the almost white population
lives on a plateau, leaving the rest of the country
a tropical Eden of gorgeous birds and orchids.
As yet, this wilderness is impassable and must be
avoided as one proceeds to Panama. In Panama
one again detours, this time by water, to Vene-
zuela or Colombia to pick up the highway in
South America.

The road begins to climb the Andes in western
Venezuela and crosses Colombia on a flat, desolate
table land at an altitude of 10,000 feet or more.
The scenery here is one of the most breath-taking
in South America. Mountain ranges tower against
the sky; deep valleys lie in their shadows. The
village and farm life become progressively more
primitive as one approaches Equador where the
population is almost pure Indian.

Again the ferry boat must be resorted to in
passing from Colombia to Peru, where one finds
the longest piece of paved road in the continent.
For thousands of miles it passes through desert,
farms, and shore land, always flanked by the
blue Pacific on one side and the snow-topped
Andes on the other.

South of Lima, there is a choice of routes,
either going to Buenos Aires directly or by way
of Santiago, Chile. The first route mounts the
Andes at one of the range's widest points, circles
Lake Titicaca, and touches La Paz, Bolivia's
cloud capital, at an altitude of 12,000 feet. Then
it drops down to the Argentine Pampas.

By taking the latter, there is another thousand
miles of coastal road to Santiago, passing through
Chile's immense nitrate beds and farm lands.
Then one goes directly to Buenos Aires. This is
the shorter of the two routes, but unlike the
other, it is snow-bound during the winter in the
Christ-of-the-Andes Pass. At this point, the road
also rises 12,000 feet before coming down to the
low-lands. Here ends the trip unless one wishes
to go farther south by trail.

At present, 800/0 of the highway is finished.
Experts estimate that, excepting the Panama-
Colombia link, it should be completed with all-
weather roads in 4 years if the present rate of
construction is maintained ...It will probably take
about 9 years to complete the Panamanian gap, but
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this is no serious handicap for it can easily be rice over the mountains to the market; it is
detoured by ferry. cheaper in Guatemala, with 18,000,000 acres of

Now, the question arises, "Of what real value the world's finest forests, to import pine from
is this highway?" The answer is three-fold: Oregon than to haul it from the interior. As a

(1) to solidify the Americas politically, eco- consequence, it is natural to assume that this
nomically, strategically, and culturally; resultant increase in trade will aid the Latin

(2) to supply the United States with impor- ~mericas greatly. by i~creasi~g. their .national
tant raw materials; Incomes and by stimulating their industries.

(3) to help Latin America develop her people Another factor of grave importance is that
and resources. Latin America has difficulties in securing enough

The Americas have a great need for solidarity money for international trade. For the years 1.938
both in war and in peace. At the present time, to ~941, t~e export balance has been against
they are faced with a great war that threatens Latin America ; but up to May of 1941, the export
to destroy them entirely. A close alliance, brought balance has been favorable- and amounted to
about by the highway, will enable the United $70,000,000. Not only the increase for war and
States to move large armies and vital equipment peace-time goods, but also the forthcoming devel-
quickly to endangered areas of the Western Hemis- opment of a more versatile industrial program
phere and to direct military operations for de- will help give them the necessary favorable
fense against "blitzkrieg" action. This is of balance. Last but not least, the important tour-
supreme importance b e c a use
South America herself is prac-
tically defenseless and her pro-
tection rests almost entirely with
this nation.

The importance of the highway
doubles when it is realized that
without certain important basic
raw materials necessary for the
military forces and industry, the
efforts of the United States to
achieve military and economic
security would be seriously im-
paired. With the supply of these
materials cut off from over the
sea, it has become necessary to
find them elsewhere. Research
has indicated that the Munition
Board's entire list of 14 strategic
materials are to be found in The Inte'r-A1nerican Highway is used instead of
South America usually undevel- footpaths by the natives of Honduras
oped and hidden in the mountain- .....
locked recesses that now can be reached easily ists'. trade should be mentioned. American citi-
by the highway. These, alone, would make the zens annually spend $500,000,000 abroad. Yet
road a military necessity. only a very small percentage of it has been going

Later, it can be used to transport cheaply all to South America before the war. Because of the
types of goods extending the- present imports of present situation, more of this sum will reach
the United States-over which South America South America and give her the needed money.
has a virtual monopoly-to anything and every- Finally, the actual intermingling of the peoples
thing that is desired. It is believed that the drastic of the Western Hemisphere will bring their cul-
reduction of transportation cost, because of the tures closer together and destroy the distrust
road, will increase the inter-American trade to in Latin America for the Yankees from the
huge proportions; for it is this cost and not the "Colossus of the North." This is the last step
environment or the lethargy of the people that is in removing the threats to the solidarity of the
the principal factor hindering the development of nations of the Western Hemisphere, and carrying
these nations. For example, it is cheaper in Costa Simon Bolivar's principles of Americanism into
Rica to buy Oriental rice than to haul domestic reality.
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THIS month, there appears on the cover of the. 4. Improvement in editorial quality.
COOPERATIVEENGINEER"Petitioning Member 5. Improvement in general make-up and ap-

of Engineering College Magazines, Associated." pearance and in regularity of publication.
This statement means that the COOPERATIVEENGI- The last two points are emphasized by a system
NEER,having thoroughly investigated the princi- whe-reby all member publications are given rat.
pIes and constitution of this organization, desires ings which depend on their adhering to E.C.M.A.
to become a member; and it will become one when standards and the awarding of annual awards of
the standards and requirements set by the merit in various fields of literary and artistic
E.C.M.A. are met and fulfilled. At their national endeavor.
convention, which will be held at Purdue Uni- At t E C M A comprises the following

.. b· ·11 b d id d h th presen. · . ·versity l~ Octo e~, It ~l e eCI ewe er twenty-seven magazines representing as many
or not this magazme WIll be accepted as a new. · 11

engrneermg co eges :member.
E.C.M.A. which is a national organization of Arkansas Engineer

. .' ... th Colorado Engineerengmeermg college publications dedicated to e Cornell Engineer
advancement of the standards of engineering Drexel Technical Journal
college journalism, had its inception in February, IIllinoiEsTechnogr aph

. .. owa ngIneer1921. At that time, representatives of Wtscon.stn Iowa Transit
Engineer, Michigan Technic, Rose Technic, Tech Kansas Engineer .

· . IE· t Kansas State EngineerEngtneertng News, and the owa runneer me Marquette Engineer
at a conference at Chicago where the constitution Michigan Technic
for the organization of the E.C.M.A. was drawn M!~nneso.taTechno-Log

· Missouri Shamrockup. The purpose was summarized to b'e as follows: Nebraska Blue Print
1. Adequate representation of widely scat- New York U. Quadrangle.

· · .... . North Dakota State Engineertered, but similar, publications In SOliCIt- North Dakota Engineer
ing national advertising. Ohio State Engineer

... .. Oklahoma State Engineer2. Elimination of multiple discounts on na- Oregon State Technical Record
tional advertising handled through mis- Pennsylvania Triangle

1· Purdue Engineereel aneous agencies, Rose Technic
3. Saving to both publishers and advertisers T~ch Engineer~ng News

through stand~rd size type page in all ii~l;~~V~n~~~~~eer
member magazines. Wisconsin Engineer
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PROFESSSOR COOK, VERSATILE ARTIST

MARGARET LAVELL
A.A. '43

Whether it contains articles on engineering, freehand-drawing teacher and was kept very
short stories, or ne1VS items, every magazine is busy. Mr. Cook still devoted much time to hobby
enhanced with the addition of illustrations. NOUJ hour. In that year the COOPERATIVEENGI~EER
retiring is Professor Daniel Cook, who has aided became an outgrowth of these noon meetings,
the artistry of the COOPERATIVEENGINEERsince It was not long before many features of t~e ma~a-
its inception. zine were copied by other colleg,e. englneerln.g

magazines. The success of the first Issues of this
. magazine was due largely to the illustrated jokes,

pROFESSOR DANIEL COOK has ~ust com- As one can see in looking over the old copies, the
pleted twenty-four years of service as an cartoons usually made the jokes funny. For many

art instructor at the Uni:ersity of Cincinnati. years the COOPERATIVEENGINEERowed much of
Mr. Cook's presence on this campus dates back its popularity and financial security to the talent
farther than the organization of the S~hool of brought forth by Prof. Cook. In fact in its infant
Applied Arts. In Ja~uary, 1919, Dean Her~an years our publication often featured his own
Schneider, on the advice of Mr. J. H. Gest, Direc- drawings which always appealed to the humor of
tor of the Cincinnati Art Museum, and Professor the students as well as that of the advertisers.
H. H. Wessel, invited Daniel Cook, at tha.t time The story of Prof. Cook's life is quite as exciting
well known in many New York commercial art and varied as we can hope to find in the life of
centers, to teach hobby classes twice a week fro~ any artist, complete with all the successes and
11 :30 to 12 :30. Mr. Cook hesitated to accept this failures that make us want to listen to his stories.
offer because he was planning to return to New Daniel Cook's first training was at the Cincinnati
York within the next six months after his father's A'rt Academy. In order to save money to study
estate had been settled. He finally agreed, how- abroad he became an apprentice to an interior
ever, to organize the classes and work with them decorator. It was not long before the young lad
until his departure. This was the first hobby had an opportunity to show his ability. While
hour and soon became the most popular, espec- working on the old Hinkle home in Mt. Auburn,
ially with engineers. After observing the new one of the regular artists failed to arrive, and
instructor for three weeks, Dean Schneider in- the youth was told to try his hand. When the
vited him to join the regular staff. Since Cincin- bosses saw what the "kid" had done, they imme-
nati was his home town and Mr. Cook enjoyed diately took him into the office as a designer. With
teaching, he consented to give up his New York money made from this work and from crayon
work. At that time, as at the present, the location portraits and some aid from his father, Mr. Cook
of the classes was constantly changing. First was able to go to the Royal Academy of Art in
classes were held in Baldwin Hall using the huge
labs in the basement as drawing rooms. Teachers
College and even the Law Building were tried.
Finally, the classes were confined to Swift, Me-
Micken, and Cunningham Halls. From that time
until the present, Daniel Cook has helped develop
the artistic talents of U. C. students.

Since there was no Applied Arts School at that
time, Mr. Cook turned his interest to teaching
geological and zoological drawing to students in
the labs. 'I'he hobby hour remained his foremost
interest until the founding of the School of Applied
Arts in 1922. For three years he was the only
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his latest works



A pencil sketching of Nippert Stadium viewed from an unusual angle

Munich the next year. To his great disappoint- in wild animals. He frequently stops to make
ment he failed the exam the first year; but while sketches at the zoological gardens in the many
waiting for the-next admission, he studied German cities he visits. The following years were spent
literature at the Polytechnicum. The following on the art staffs of several New York n-ewspapers,
year Mr. Cook was admitted to the Art Academy the New York World, New York Sunday Tele-
where he won many awards. Henry Keller, prin- graph, and the New York Press. While with the
cipal instructor of freehand drawing at the Cleve- New York World, he married Grace Barton Allen,
land Art Academy, sat on the window sill in the a famous water colorist from Maine. Professor
same crowded class drawing the model with the Cook has a book written by his wife on the water-
aid of opera. glasses. The next few seasons were color technique, which he is very glad to show
spent in Paris and England illustrating and to students.
studying. The H. G. Beach Company of Coshocton claimed

On his return from Europe, Mr. Cook settled Mr. Cook's service for several years. The work
in New York for awhile, working for lithograph- of designing pressed-metal signs was very inter-
ers. His father and mother soon urged him to esting and the company proved one of the most
return to Cincinnati. While here he obtained a considerate to work for. But the continuous travel-
position at the Rookwood Pottery. This work, ing finally required Cook's resignation. Years of
however, did not have the same fascination as work on the lithographing stone and illustrating
New York, and within two months he had returned for such magazines as Cosmop-olitan, Metropoli-
to sketching for lithographers, this time making tan, and Judge followed. The next venture was
animal posters for Ringling Brothers. From that with the Lee Lash Scenic Studios where he spent
time until today Mr. Cook has shown much interest seven years making sketches and painting figures.
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This work appealed to him so much that he placed he said, "since we are both the same age. I shall
all his resources in his own scenic company and find a place in a research office, and we'll find a
lost everything. On his arrival in Cincinnati his corner for you somewhere." Three weeks later
father greeted him with a smile and "Well, son, Dean Schneider died.
you've lost every damn thing." "No, father," This June Professor Cook will retire from the
Cook replied, "Not one thing-my nerve. I'd do active roll but only with the promise of an office
it again." And to the big city he returned. This and a class for the coming years. During the
time he worked for another Mr. Cook designing summer of 1931 and for several seasons after
posters for such plays as the Lilliputians and the that, Prof. Cook visited with the Zuni Indians.
Octopus. At the end of World War I his father He was adopted by the tribe and given the name
died, and Daniel Cook returned to Cincinnati to Thla Po Kque, "a little frosted." This referred
become, quite unexpectedly an instructor of art to his white hair. At the present he spends most
at the University of Cincinnati. of his vacation hours in Mexico, sketching and

From the very beginning of their association, making friends with the people. This place has
Professor Cook and Dean Schneider became very become almost a second home.
intimate friends. At the end of his first year's Professor Cook may be found playing the piano
work at the University, Dean Schneider invited in a small room in the basement of Hanna Hall
Prof. Cook to Woods Hole, Massachusetts. He ill many of his spare hours. He is always glad
declined this first invitation, but the following six to talk with students and tell them of his many
summers were spent with the Dean at this retreat and exciting experiences. His reminiscing could
on Cape Cod. In 1939 when Prof. Cook was ill, provide plots for many exciting stories. All of
Dean Schneider telephoned and asked about his us who have known Daniel Cook as a professor
health. When Prof. Cook answered that he felt or as a friendly campus acquaintance will re-
very listless and would probably resign from member him as a true master of the old school
teaching, the Dean made him promise never to and a man who has lived a full and interesting
threaten to quit again. "We shall retire together," life.

"As One Painter to Another," reprinted from December, 1922, issue of the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

"SAY yOU OUGHTI:'tT BE HO PROFF - YO'tJDOUGHT TO BE
MAKIN PITCHE.R$ FOR. THE COMtCAlt PAl?ER$ 'I
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H I G H · 0 C T AN E F U E L , 0 U R W E A P 0 N
HENRY EADS

CH.E. '44

WITHOUT lOO-octane gasoline our country crude petroleum. At one time crude oil was
would not have the P-47's, P-39's, or B'-19's, merely distilled; and the most volatile liquid

which far surpass in performance anything devel- products, which varied from C4H10 to C1oH22 in
oped by our enemies. In consequence, the Allied composition, were used as gasoline. In this way
Nations heavily depend upon 100-octane gas, about 15 to 20 per cent of the crude oil became
while their airmen clash high in the air above gasoline, but it was composed of low-octane,
the massive mountain ranges of Burma or the straight-chain hydrocarbons. As gasoline is the
sandy beaches around Dunkirk, The high- product economically most important, a number
compression engines of these planes have been of methods have been developed which produce
especially designed to perform at the greatest a prodigious yield of gasoline. Nowadays, at least
efficiency only when using this super fuel. The 40 to 50 per cent of a barrel of crude oil ends up
fabulous increase in power available has necessi- as gasoline of some sort. This miracle is accom-
tated stronger construction of the airplane itself. plished by cracking. By heating the heavier
An airplane powered with engines using 100- petroleum fractions to a temperature of 800 to
octane fuel has 20 to 30 per cent more power 1100° F. the heavy long-chain hydrocarbons are
available than one using 90~octane gasoline. This resolved into light, short-chain compounds which
added power provides such gross improvements' boil in the same temperature range as straight-run
in flight performance as a 40-per-cent raster climb, gasoline. Cracked gasolines are largely unsat-
an extra 50 to 100 miles per hour, or a 20 to urated branched-chain hydrocarbons whose all
30-per-cent increase in carrying capacity. It also important molecular structure have good anti-
permits shorter take-off distances and higher alti- knock proclivities. With the addition of tetra-
tudes than otherwise would be possible. Hence ethyl lead in amounts up to 3 cc. per gallon, and
the astounding military importance of 100-octane by proper blending of cracked, straight-run, and
gasoline when considered as a modern instru- natural gasoline, a fuel with an octane rating of
ment of war. 80 to 85 can be obtained. This mixture is perfect

Because of inherent chemical considerations, for a 1942 Buick, but scarcely for a B-19!
Germany cannot hope to produce gasoline of this The inference that an increase in octane number
quality by the hydrogenation of coal. However, means an increase in the power available does
the United States has prolific deposits of petro- not define octane rating. The octane rating of
leum, and therefore, lOO-octane gasoline may be a gasoline is a direct measurement of its knock
considered strictly American. In the pale of gaso- intensity. Due to idiosyncrasies of flame propaga-
line technology our American chemists are at tion in the cylinder and other physical contingen-
least on a par with their German rivals. cies, a spontaneous explosion of the fuel without

The chemists have had a field day in the devel-, 1;' ignition from the spark plug occurs with older
opment of processes used in making gasoline from'/iL I" types of gasoline. 'I'hey are said to be of a low

-Courtesy E. B. Badger ~ Sons Co.

H ou.dru cCitalytic
cracking plant



octane number. Their pre-ignition and subsequent produce a saturated hydrocarbon gasoline of 93
detonation is wasteful of power and causes the to 96 octane. Tetraethyl lead brings the octane
engine to run at a higher temperature, creating up to 100. The catalysts used in hydrogenation
no end of lubrication problems because of the can be any number of compounds. The glass-
oxidation of the crankcase oil. If the rapid spread eating chemical, hydroflouric acid, is one of the
of the flame can be discouraged, a uniform pres- most recent and efficient of them. Intrinsically,
sure upon the piston is the result providing the highly-branched, saturated hydrocarbons are the
maximum amount of power available in the fuel. best compounds for gasoline.
Then the engine can be run at a higher efficiency
by increasing the compression ratio without the
danger of pre-ignition and detonation.

Modern aviation gasoline like our 100 octane
also has some other characteristics which make
it the optimum fuel for modern military air-
craft. The trend toward the ceiling for most air
operations has necessitated changes in the vola-
tility characteristics of the fuel used. Because of
the tendency for fuel to vaporize is more pro-
nounced as altitude is increased, the light frac-
tions of gasoline, C3 or lower, are undesirable.
They will raise the vapor pressure of the gasoline
too high and upon contact with the hot cylinder
walls, the expansion will be too great and will
cause a vapor lock in the engine. A maximum
of 7 pounds per square inch vapor pressure is
maintained for 100-octane gasoline. In addition,
a low specific gravity and high calorific value
will lower the weight of the gasoline load and
permit another increase in load capacity. Modern
aviation gasoline has a specific gravity as low as
0.700 and a calorific value as high as 19,500 to
20,000 B. t. u. per pound.

Our entry into the war and the resultant demand
for quantity production has greatly accelerated
the development of the 100-octane processes. Pre-
viously, most of them were only in the laboratory
stage of development, but now they have been
placed at the disposal of the refining industry
which has promptly begun to use them to produce
high-octane gasoline in large amounts. Several
combinations of these processes, properly con-

-Courtesy National Petroleum 1V eWs
trolled, can turn out the same 100-octane fuel. lOO-octane fuel refining unit
The two most common refining schemes are as
follows: catalytic cracking is used to produce a It is possible to produce gasoline of well over
gasoline of reasonable high-octane rating, which 100 octane. Tripentane has been produced with
will serve as a base stock for the finished gasoline. an octane rating of 110 and a theoretical power
If desired, this stock can be reformed in a second- output 50 per cent greater than even 100-octane
ary cracking operation to form more highly- gasoline. To take full advantage of the extra
branched high-octane compounds. The shorter power would require a radical change in engine
C4H10 molecules in propane can be alkylated or design. At about $40.00 per gallon, tripentane is
joined to form gasoline. This alkyl ate is usually still too expensive for even military use. Further-
just below 100 octane. Then the base stock is more, every 2 gallons of 110 octane contain the
mixed with about 25 per cent alkylate and some vital ingredients of 3 gallons of 100 octane; hence
tetraethyllead to give 100-octane finished gasoline. the concentration upon the production of mere
The other method omits the alkylation step and 100-octane gasoline.
instead the base stock is hydrogenated (treated The present national production capacity of
with hydrogen in the presence of a catalyst) to 100-octane gas is about 50,000 barrels per day.

(Continued on Page 28)
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CO-OP CAPERS
JAMES ROYER

M.E.144

rrHE Seniors were entertained at a dinner given
- by the Engineering Tribunal on Wednesday,

April 8, in the Great Hall of the Union. About
175 seniors and others attended to hear the class
will, written by Bob Tour and Doug Vest; the
class history related by Larry Mongan; and
numerous outbursts of singing, good and other-
wise, by the various departments. Appropriate
signs pointed the way to departmental tables.
Everyone except the Civils followed the direc-
tions, but you know that the Civils still can't read
maps or follow signs. The food must have been
good for no one complained. It must be great to
be a senior-the dinner was free to them; how-
ever, the faculty had to put it on the line to get in.

At the dinner, George Dawson, General Engi-
neering Senior, was announced as the outstanding
engineering graduate for 1942. This selection is
made by the Engineering Tribunal on the basis
of grades, participation in student activities, per-
sonality, and character. Dean Gowdy presented
a suitable trophy as the award.

Graduation was Friday, April 10, for 175 Engi-
neers and Bus. Ads. who received their degrees
in a special commencement in Wilson Auditorium.
Myron B. Gordon, Vice President and General
Manager of the Wright Aeronautical Corporation,
was the speaker.

Congratulations go to Ruth Mueller our ex-
coeditor who received the "C" ring as the most
outstanding woman graduate of the University.
She is the first co-ep to ever receive the ring
since it has been given.

BUSINESS ADS
On May 12, the Co-ep Club

dinner in honor of the seniors
was held in the Faculty Din-
ing Room of the Union. The
speaker was Mr. K. D. McKoy

of Kroger's who talked on industrial relations.
Rita Obermeyer was the general chairman and
Jane Manogue was the toastmistress.

Pi Chi Epsilon pledged the following: Ida Lee
Feldman, Rita Obermeyer, Martha Jane Hilden-
brand, Virginia Harris, Libby Rei, and Mary
Jane Redmond.

The Junior Business Women's award of $10
for the highest scholarship in the senior class
was awarded to Dawn Corneil. Ruth Mueller
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(our ex-coeditor) received the Pi Chi Epsilon
ring as the most outstanding senior woman in
Engineering College.

CIVILS
Initiation of Delta Kappa

S i g m a, Civil Engineering
- fraternity, was held at the
~ Hotel Netherland Plaza on

May 22. Elected to the society
were four upper-classmen: Robert A. Agsten,
Hugh T. Alexander, James A. Anderegg, and
Victor W. Majoesky.

After the initiation formalities, members really
"put on the dog," as Boise Macon would say, by
having supper at the Restaurant Continentale'.
The meal was of superior quality while enter-
tainment was provided by Burt Farber and his
orchestra. There was much temptation on some
member's part of dancing with some luscious
blond at a nearby table.

After supper speeches were given by new mem-
bers on various technical subjects. Majoesky
spoke on "Maintenance Problems at Wright Aero-
nautical," Anderegg on the "Progress of T.V.A.,"
Alexander on "The Progress of Highways in this
Country," and Agsten on "Construction of Sky
Scrapers."

GENERALS
On May 23 the General Engineers battled the

Electrical Engineers on the U. C. diamond and
lost the very close game. The official score, as
recorded by Professor Van Wye, was 13 to 11
and 57 errors, sum total. The battery for the
Generals was Bob Richards, Pitcher, and Charlie
Riggs, Catcher (relieved by Bob Kranz in the
seventh) . Carl Schneider pitched and Frank
Karlie caught for the Electricals. Ray Schoer,
General Engineer, umpired the game, while
Charlie Riggs was the field "General" for the
Generals. Other notables attending were Pro-
fessors G. T. Addison and R. A. Van Wye.

The next encounter, which was to be played
for blood or other suitable liquids, took place
on Saturday, June 6th. The same diamond was
used even though some of the players were not.
The result of this encounter was a landslide
victory for the Generals and their revenge was
sweet.
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How to stop
a drop of water I

~ ~

A tiny pin-hole in a telephone cable can admit nearby station ... indicate the approximate location

moisture, causing short circuits and service inter- of the break. A repair crew is quickly on its way.

ruptions. But Bell System men have found a way of To maintain and improve America's all-important

heating this trouble to the punch. telephone service, men of the Bell System are con-

They charge the cable with dry nitrogen under stantly searching for the better way. Pioneering

pressure. Then should a leak develop, the escaping minds find real opportunity in telephone work,

gas keeps moisture out. Instruments on the cable

detect the drop in pressure ... sound an alarm at a
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The annual General Engineering picnic was
held early in April at Sharon Woods. This was
earlier than usual, due to the early graduation
of most of the seniors.

As usual, a rip-roaring good time was had by
all, with the seniors leading the way. A ball
game was started, but the hot sun soon had the
boys heading for the "liquid refreshments." A
loud howl was heard from the seniors when they
discovered that picnic chairman Doug Hoge had
only budgeted five gallons of the stuff. They
immediately took up a collection, bought five
gallons more, and the day was saved.

Don Cruse was in charge of the food and really
provided a swell meal. Among those seen gorging
themselves were genial Mr. Justice, Rene Roche
with his beard, Ellis "Butter" King discussing
his engagement, and many others. Other mem-
bers of the picnic committee were Adolph Brandt,
Harry Dowman, and Charlie Riggs.

The new Section I officers of the Society of
General Engineers are President, Johnny Mat-
lago : Vice-President, Harry Gieseking; and Jim
T'\~ ~~~~ 0 ~"~A .•..•.4-"""~A~'"

ELECTRICALS

The new officers of A.I.E.E.
::.took over their duties early in

in March. They are Chuck
----Sheridan and Ropp Triplett,

Chairmen, and May n a I' d
Knapp and Frank Malick; Secretaries. The or-
ganization got off to a fast start under the new
regime with a Bowling Party at the Friars Club
Alleys on May 2. Everyone got a big kick seeing
the beginners roll 'em down the gutters.

The A.I.E.E. held a party at Mea.dowbrook
with their dates. It seems that swimming, danc-
ing', and card-playing were popular sports. Pro-
fessor C. B. Hoffman was present, but despite
the Electricals' claim that it wasn't a wild party,
the faculty was discouraged from attending.

Eta Kappa Nu, honorary Electrical f raterrrity,
had a couple of shindigs in the past few months.
The most notable was the dance (yes, it was a
dance) at Mt, Airy lodge. This got most of the
boys out in the woods for their health for a
change.

Milt Messner, formerly of the class of '43 and
shortly with Uncle's Army, had a big surprise
party pulled on him at his home on May 27 in
celebration of his coming marriage. The whole
Electrical department turned out and took the
Messner Manor over, including the refreshments
and the drinks. The consequences of the next day
didn't seem to bother anyone, because things
were kept rolling until the small hours.
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AERONAUTICALS
The Institute of Aeronau-

tical Sciences threw a picnic
at Sharon Woods on May 27
in honor of the departing
seniors (those who had not

already departed). Featured were a friendly ball
game and steaks and-oh yes-beer.

Members to take office next September are
Glen Purkey, Chairman to replace Hank Weiler;
J. Lehmkuhl, Vice-Chairman; and A. C. Nolte,
Secretary-Treasurer. Ray Bisplinghoff was
elected to help the boys out as faculty adviser.

CHEMICALS
The A.I.Ch.E. held a summer

"Tea Party" at Ash Grove, getting
away from their usual horrible
smells in the laboratory. With

dates, the members held a picnic, party, a ball
game until dark, and then dancing. There is a
report making the rounds that the tea had an
unmistakable tendency to foam due to hot weather,
but you know how confused some rumors can
become.

The Chemicals had a great year in intramurals,
finishing fourth in the all-year race in competition
with the fraternities on thecampus. Mike Dobratz
won the handball singles. The team of Chemicals
really bowled them over and won intramural
bowling with Howard Zeitz as captain. They
swept tennis, the net result being a victory for
Leonard Greenberg in the singles, with Green-
berg teaming up with Ernie Brown to overcome
the other doubles teams. With Bill Schroder as
captain, the Chemicals baseball team went to the
finals, where they were finally outslugged by the
champion Phi Delts.

MECHANICALS
On June 6, The A.S.M.E. held another of its

famous (or infamous) picnics at Elmer's Camp
on the Little Miami. You all know Elmer, the
man who shows the Mechanicals how to start
the engines in the M.E. Laboratory. Prof. Hag-
erty, our expert in motion and time-study, who
did not want to waste time, was seen carrying
his refreshment bottle around with him while he
played ball. Another humorous scene occurred
during the course of the game. Prof. R. L. Smith
was not so agile as he once was and was hit on
the "snoz" by a ground ball. The strain of think-
ing up all those tough quizzes and then marking
them up with red ink must be telling on him.
The esteemed coordinator, Mr. Messinger, arrived
in time to become non-victorious at some new

(Continued on Page 30)
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Bombers from the Bottom
of the Deep Blue Sea

THERE's a fabulous amount of magnesium i: voltage decreased ... voltage control simplified ... arc-
cubic mile of sea water, back practically eliminated, And all of this assures

E h ium f h f ell' higher efficiency and greater reliability.noug magnesrum or more t an our mi ion
Fortresses. Enough to lay a continuous ce More than 1,000,000 kwof Ignitrons are now at work
bombers ... a hundred miles wide and stretchin in magnesium, aluminum and chlorine plants, in elec-
way from London to Berlin! tric railway systems, in mines, in many war industries.

Now magnesium can't be dredged out of the 0' And so, the germ of an idea ... born ten years ago in the
for every ounce of this rare metal must be prod Westinghouse Electronics Laboratories . . . is now con-
electrolysis. This necessitates the conversion tributing its important share in winning the war today.
amounts of alternating current to direct cur
the very water's edge.

The best means of converting power is the]
arc rectifier. As long as ten years ago, Westi
Research Engineers began experimental work c
type of mercury arc rectifier which would be rr
cient , . , more economical ... less costly to ins
maintain than existing types.
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GUIDING HYP.ER-FREQUENCY WAVES
(Continued from Page 10)

of a current flowing in a small loop so oriented
as to link with the magnetic field which is to
be set up. Inspection of the field distributions
shown in Figs. 1 and 3 will show where the excit-
ing electrodes should be located to induce any
desired mode of oscillation, whether the electrodes
be rod-type antennas parallel to the electric field
or loops linking with the magnetic field.

Figure 6 is a photograph of a resonant cham-
ber, provided with rack and pinion for close set-
ting of the piston, and Fig. 7 shows the appearance
of a transfer section, wave guide to coaxial cable.

Instead of feeding energy into an electric cir-
cuit, wave guides may be used to radiate waves
directly into space. Such radiation will take place
if the end of the guide is merely left open, but
the fact that standing waves are then present
in the guide shows that the power transmitted
is not the maximum possible. If the end of the
guide' is expanded into a conical horn, the stand-
ing waves are much reduced, showing a decrease
of reflection, and better transfer of power.

The use of a horn radiator also serves to con-
centrate the radiation into a small angle around
the axis of the horn. Measurements and analysis
have shown that a simple horn of reasonable size
can provide as good a directional radiation pat-
tern as a fairly complicated antenna array.
Figure 8 shows a horn of this type mounted at
the end of a length of 3-inch tubular wave guide.

cation is a measure of the load impedance, and
if this load impedance is adjustable it can readily
be set to the condition of maximum power transfer
by noting when the standing waves in the guide
are eliminated. With this adjustment, the field
strength at any point is a measure of the power
flowing along the guide, so that after a calibra-
tion is once made, the traveling detector may
even serve as a wattmeter!

In the evaluation of any system of power trans-
mission, the item of efficiency is very important.
For systems used in electrical communications, it
is customary and convenient to give this infor-
mation by stating the loss in decibels per hundred
feet, or per mile, and it is interesting to compare
the performance of a typical wave guide with
that of a good coaxial at the same frequency.
A three-inch cylindrical guide constructed of
copper and operating at a frequency of 3000 mega-
cycles per second will have a loss of .45 db per
hundred feet, while the best available coaxial line
shows a loss of 12 db per hundred feet. Expressed
in another way, this is equivalent to an efficiency
of 95% for the wave guide, and 250/0 for the con-
centric line. The greater loss of the coaxial struc-
ture is due, in part, to the less favorable current
distribution in the conductors, but in larger
measure it is caused by the insulators that must
be used to support the central conductor of the
coaxial pair. These insulators are of course not
present at all in the wave guide. For one par-
ticular mode of operation of the wave guide, the
loss actually decreases with increase of frequency,
which is certainly contrary to all previous ex-
perience with transmission systems.

Experimental work in this field is extremely
interesting, and it is especially satisfying to find
that measured performance is almost always in
close agreement with predictions based on theory.
Tremendous strides are being made in the devel-
opment of generators and other equipment for
use in the microwave region of the radio spectrum,
and many important applications can be expected
in such fields as communications, traffic control,
aircraft landing systems, obstruction indicators
for both air and surface craft, and many others.

. .. . Military and naval applications are extensive
F~g. 8-Wa've g~Cl,de,traveltng detector, and horn radiator d · t t b t d . ti f han Impor an, u any escrip Ion 0 sue uses
This illustration also shows a device known as must naturally be withheld for the present. It is
the "traveling detector," which is simply a sec- no secret, however, that large numbers of quali-
tion of wave guide provided with a lengthwise fled engineers and physicists are needed by the
slot, in which a detector-tuner combination (Fig. Army and the Navy to develop, operate, and main-
4) may travel. By moving this detector along the tain the special equipment involved, and an excel-
slot, points of maximum and minimum indication lent opportunity is thereby presented for technical
are observed. The distance between successive graduates to be of great service in the war effort
maxima is a half wavelength, and this fact leads and at the same time to receive further training
at once to a knowledge of the frequency being which will be invaluable in their professional
used. The ratio of maximum to minimum indi- careers when the world has returned to sanity.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIOe Edited by William L.
Everitt.. Co-authors: L. C. Smeby, W. C .. Osterbrock,
F. H. Pumphrey, P. H. Nelson. E. C. Jordan. Prentice-
Hall. 1942. 495 pp. $3.75.

A MATERIAL, contribution to victory training pro-
grams is this work by a group of outstanding radio

experts, including our own Professor Osterbrock. The
members are well known for their contributions as prac-
ticing engineers or for their teaching at several prominent
universities. It must be realized that they have written
this book for a particular purpose, namely, for the training
of technicians in the service, and in industry. This job
imposes several requirements on a text; particularly
important are the need for speed in training programs,
and the recognition of the diverse backgrounds and of the
educative level of average technical students.

Difficult and complex as modern radio is, it is possible
to streamline a training program by subj ecting each in-
cluded item to the merciless criterion of utility. Academi-
cians will revolt at some of the lopping off in this book
of less utilitarian subj ects and analyses. But in the re-
viewer's opinion much is gained by omitting, for example,
the hoary mechanical and hydrostatic analogies. to induc-
tance and capacitance. There is something of the classic
beauty of the scientific approach lost through these elisions,
but some kind of purge is unquestionably necessary in
procuring speed.

So far as training and mental aptitude of the student
are concerned, ample consideration has been made of the
fact that many of the technicians will have had only a
high school education, with minimum exposure to mathe-
matics and science. In using this book, a previous smat-
tering of algebra is helpful, but the introductory chapter
contains the elements of this branch of mathematics, as
well as the arithmetic, trigonometry, logarithms, and
scientific notation needed in the later chapters. Use of
the calculus is avoided entirely. The text is written not
for design engineers, but for technicians who need to
maintain and operate radio apparatus.

A feature which appeals particularly is the freedom
from incorrect concepts. There is none of the naivete
(let us be kind) so prevalent in a vast number of the
elementary books which would foist upon the unsuspecting
learner such remarkable declarations as this statement
culled from an earlier introductory text on radio: "The
electron is the unit out of which everything is made!"
On the contrary, accurate phraseology and information
throughout Fundamentals of Radio is ensured by the
authors' qualifications and experience. This factor is
doubly important in treatment of the the more recent
material, since it is quite difficult to locate convenient,
reliable sources of contemporary developments.

Next in appeal 'is the satisfying amount of up-to-date
matter included. Throughout, the most modern practice
is described; for instance, there is a complete chapter on
frequency modulation, and a good treatment of latest
antenna practice. It is a heartening experience to the
novice to realize that he is making acquaintance with
present day applications of radio elements, and not be-
coming a student of the history of communication.

Besides the individual topics indicated previously, there
are covered elements of a-c and d-e circuits, principles
of electronics and of sound, rectifiers, amplifiers, oscilla-
tors, detectors, radio transmitters and receivers, wave
propagation, and related items. The range of material
is. calculated to take the beginner from the simplest d-e
circuit up to FM transmission, along lines recommended
by the National Association of Broadcasters.

Valuable to the engineering student would be the quali-
tative features of the description of modern practice. A
broad and secure foundation for advanced study is pro-
vided, since a wealth of topics is discussed with clarity
and accuracy both in the text and in illustrations. This
work is eminently suitable for providing an understanding
of the principles of modern radio, without the necessity
of wading through pages of involved mathematics (insofar
as this is possible). Thus the engineering student who
does not intend to go into radio engineering will find
the book adequate to furnish a working understanding of
the subject. Certainly, for the technician, Fundamentals
of Radio fills exactly his need, and is outstanding for
accuracy, clarity, modernity, and recognition of level of
student. D.J.M.
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"Greenfield" Taps, Dies and Gages are help-
ing to build practically every plane and engine
used by our Army and Navy.

70 years of practical experience enable these
tools to meet Uncle Sam's most rigid require-
ments. That experience is one reason why
skilled workers and production men always
have confidence in "Greenfield" tools.

GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION
GREENFIELD, MASS., U. S. A.

I lAPS· DIES • GAGES • TWIST DRILLS • REAMERS • SCREW PLATES • PIPE TOOLS

POWER
To Win A Wa~

Behind the guns-behind the machines and the motors
that drive them - is steam, "prime mover" of all
industry .• Each time we find a way to squeeze an
extra B.T.D. from a pound of coal or a gallon of oil,
industrial output is accelerated and implements of
war rush sooner to waiting hands at the front. Because
B&W engineers have always been the first to origi-
nate major improvements in boilers, Babcock &
Wilcox has become America's largest producer of
steam generating equipment .• Today, all our efforts

are devoted to helping
FREE 14-PAGE BOOKLET utilities and industrial
"T~e Desi~n,?1 Water-Tube plants produce the pow·
Boiler ~ntts .. No.t a man~al et to win this war. In
01 d es ig n, tb is rnt er est i-ng • ~
hook explains what types 01 the vrctorrous tomorrow,
boilers are used lor the most we shall stand ready to
common types 0/ s~rvice and serve you whose hands
why. Your copy WIll be sent will guide the future of
on request. A·· drnerrcan In ustry.
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1941 GRADUATES
Weakening enemy resistance in the armed
forces ...
JACK MEYER, Ck.E., letters postmarked
Pearl Harbor indicate he is doing ship
repair work. We hear he has already
been commissioned Lieutenant Junior
Grade ... BRUNO ROMANO, E.E., over-
seas in the army assigned to Radio De-
tector Department, Signal Technical
Corps, London, England ,. . . WILLIAM
C. KIL,DUFF, E.E., in the thick of battle
wi th the Coast Artillery in the Phili p-
pines ... LOUIS F. DOTY, Aero.E., and
ALBERT FESSLER, Bus.Ad., commissioned
Ensigns in Naval Aviation assigned to
unknown parts ... WILLIAM B. ME,IN-
DER8, G.E., and EUGENE W. POLK, B.S.
in A rcli., piloting planes for the Army
Air Corps ... M. E. RASPER, M.E.; PAUL
D. MEINEFEJE,Ck.E.; CARL H. FISCHER,
Corn.E.; and JAMES C. SMITH, M.E., all
helping to keep Army Ordnance Depart-
ment well supplied with competent engi-
neers ... J. J. BAFFA, G.E., stationed
at U. S. Army Ammunition Depot in
Burns City, Indiana ... T. F. BRINK-
MEYEH, A.A., latest information reports
him to be in Newfoundland with the
United States Army ... ROBERTMILLE,R,
Bus.Ad., located in Washington, D. C.,
with the Rubber Branch of the War
Production Board . . . GEORGE'B. PULS-
RAMP, Gk.E., reported at a U. S. Naval
Air Station in the Canal Zone, Panama
... GEORGEE. ROBERTS,G.E., and LOWELL
W. SHALLENBERG,M.E., last heard to be
at the U. S. Naval Academy in Annapolis
Maryland . . . CHARLES EGER, THOMAS
MARTIN, JACK TARR, and BOYD PIPER,
group of Bus.Ad's. who have established
headquarters at Wright Field in Dayton,
Ohio, and have assumed duties in connec-
tion with the War Production Board ...
Behind the men behind the guns in so
called "civilian work" . . . JOHN QUIT-
TER, E.E., reported to be with the West-
inghouse Electric Company in Bloom-
field, New Jersey, developing electronic
tubes ... JOHN C. JOHNSON, A.A., now
employed in Advertising and Display De-
partment at downtown Mabley & Carew
Company ... JEAN DRUMMONH,Bus.Ad.,
market research at Procter and Gamble
Company ... DOROTHY'FREESE:,Bus.Ad.,
last heard to be office manager at the
Holmes Hospital ... JAMES FORD, Bus.
Ad., Procter and Gamble Defense Cor-
poration, Milan, Tennessee ... WILLIAM
SHIVELY, Bus.Ad., Sales Department of
International Harvester Company . . .
WERNER GOLLONG,Com.E., Assistant Dis-
trict Manager, Holtzer-Cabot Electric
Company in Chicago ... OLIVER T. LEG-
GETT, Bus.Ad., in the Statistical Depart-
ment keeping accounts for the Carnegie-
Illinois Steel Company, Pittsburg, Penn-
sylvania ... J. F. JOHNSON, E.E., now
in charge of Engineering Personnel at
the General Electric Company, Fort
Wayne, Indiana ... NELSON HOFFMAN,
Bus.Ad., Accounting Department, Wright
Aeronautical Corporation, Lockland, Ohio
... RUTH KILLIAN, Bus.Ad., doing sec-
retarial work in the Cincinnati Ordnance
Department ... DONALD W. RINDSBERG,
Ch.E., expects to make connections with
the Shell Development Company in Em-
eryville, California ... GEORGEMORGAN,
Com.E., in training for service in China
at the Westinghouse Company in Pitts-
burgh.
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ALUMNI DOING THEIR PART

VIRGINIA HARRIS
BUS. AD. 144

SPECIAL recognition should be given to many of our
graduates for their fine contributions to the- allied war

efforts. To give the precise location of all of our alumni
not only involves information of military value to the enemy
but is a virtual impossibility. In previous years co-op
graduates have soon become widely scattered and difficult
to follow, but now, with their participation in the present
conflict, it has become even harder to find their where-
abouts. About a few outstanding' graduates, however, we
have obtained reasonably accurate information from diverse
sources.

Despite the present international conditions, a contri-
bution to the Dean Herman Schneider Memorial Fund has
been received from a University of Cincinnati graduate
now living in Istanbul, Turkey. Alumni Secretary John W.
Humphries reported the receipt of the contribution ten
weeks after it had been sent by airmail from Istanbul via
Johannesburg, South Africa. The contributor is Richard
T. Wise, 1939 cooperative Mechanical Engineering grad-
uate, now on the faculty of Robert College, Istanbul.
According to Frank M. Sell, acting chairman of the College
of Engineering and Commerce alumni committee in charge
of the Dean Schneider Fund, Mr. Wise's contribution marks
a new record in long distance subscriptions. "This gift is
significant of the way in which loyalty to the memory of
Dean Herman Schneider among his 'boys' reaches to the
far corners of the earth," he said in commenting on the
Istanbul contribution.

Miss Susanne Wolfe is now treasurer of the Giebel
Machine Tool Company in New York City. The president
of this large firm, now busy with defense contract orders,
is Robert L. Giebel, 1917 Mechanical Engineering graduate.
Miss Wolfe graduated in Business Administration in 1940
and joined the New York firm a month after graduation
as secretary to the treasurer. Since then she has become
assistant treasurer and more recently was named treasurer.
From the tone of her letter to a faculty member her
numerous duties seem to keep her well satisfied with her
position.

Albert Kirtley, Business Administration, '38, is now
Lieutenant Kirtley in the United States Army Air Force.
He received his wings after five months in the aviation
training camp at Tucson, Arizona. There he passed an
examination for the Air Corps and was sent to Tulare
and later Merced, California, for several months' basic
aviation cadet training, and finally to Sacramento for the
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advanced course. This May he paid a brief visit to Cin-
cinnati on his way to South Carolina to assume duties as
a bomber pilot in the Columbia Air Force'. Kirtley expects
to leave the United States for foreign service around Sep-
tember 1.

Two graduates of the College of Engineering and Com-
merce, who married co-eps here, are now officers in the
armed forces. Captain George S. Ketter is now in foreign
service somewhere in the Pacific, and Lieutenant Forest
Romine is an Ordnance Officer with the Air Corps pre-
sumably in Australia. Both Mrs. Ketter (Elaine Schifrin)
and Mrs. Romine (Helen Schafstall) are living at home
with their families at present. They are both employed
by the Remington Arms Company in Kings Mills, Ohio, as
junior accountants. All four of these former students re-
ceived their degrees of Bachelor of Business Administration
in 1939.

Robert N. Ziegler, Civil Engineering graduate and
LL.B. from the University of Cincinnati, has left his private
law practice to join the service. He is now stationed with
the Cincinnati unit of Naval Intelligence, commissioned as
Lieutenant Junior Grade, where he expects to remain for
only a short while. Bob is well remembered in undergrad-
uate days for his work in Tau Beta Pi and Omicron Delta
Kappa and for his later duties as Student Auditor.

Ensign Ralph Bloom, Chemical Engineer, '41, is now
studying Diesel engineering at Cornell University. He has
been there since May and upon completion of his studies
will go into ship duty for the Navy.

Some of our alumni have continued their graduate work
at this University. William E. Restemeyer, Electrical
Engineer, '38, has relinquished his duties as instructor of
mathematics in the Engineering College of U. C. to make
his contribution to the victory effort teaching E.S.M.D.T.
students during the summer. Those mystic symbols mean
Engineering, Science, Management Defense Training. The
course, lasting 24 weeks is designed for the pre-service
training of men in the field of electricity and radio in
preparation for work in the Aircraft Radio Laboratory at
Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio. Bill is aided in this program,
among others, by Donald Montgomery, Chemical Engineer,
'39. Fedogan, as he was better known in his younger days,
has taken time off from his graduate work in theoretical

. physics at Cornell University to help in training junior
engineering aides who will see service at this laboratory.
Don, besides his activities in several other engineering
organizations, is a former editor of the COOPERATIVE

ENGINEER.

A classmate, Warren L. Wurster, Chemical Engineer,
'39, has put to important use his military ability evidenced
by his guidance in the campus R.O.T.C., in taking command
of an army post in Florida before his voyage with an
American expeditionary force.

David H. Brown, Commercial Engineer, '39, was called
from his job as Research Engineer with the Chrysler
Motor Corporation in Detroit, Michigan, to report for
service at Aberdeen, Maryland. While at the Chrysler, he
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Not in armed forces but contributh
their efforts toward winning the w
for the Allies . . .
MAX BE.EiRS.,E.E., designing small hi:
speed motors for aviation use with t
Robbins and Myers Company, Sprin
field; Ohio . . . ROBERT BUCHHOLZ, B~
Ad., keeping accounts for the Ridgewo
Steel Company in Cincy . . . EL.M
SLAUGHTER, E.E., doing graduate wo
in the Engineering Division of the Le
A via Corporation in Piqua, Ohio . .
LEIE COWGIL'L"Aero.E., at the Glenn
Martin Company in Baltimore, Mar
land ... EDWARD DINKE:LAKER"Bus.AI
assistant to C. E. Reinhardt, C.P.A. ]
cated in Cincinnati ... HOWARDKIRSC
Ck.E., now located with The Texas COl
pany in Beacon, New York ... HARO:
J. KUNS, Aero.E., stepping up airpla
production with the Waco Aircraft Cc
poration in Troy, Ohio ... M. M. ANDE
SON, Com.E., assisting in the time stu-
and production control and methods D
partment of the International Harvest
Company in Moline, Illinois . . . FL.O
ENCE ENDEBROCK, Bus.Ad., and JA(
L.ISSENDE'N, Bus.Ad., both working f
the Carnegie Illinois Steel Corporati.
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. FLOSS;
who does statistical work in the Indt
trial Relations Department, is the on
'42 girl graduate working out of to,
. .. RUTH MUE:LLE:R,Bus.Ad., former er
tor of this magazine and we are pro'
to say, the first engineer to receive t
"C" Ring, has established headquarte
at the Wright Aeronautical Corporati
in Lockland, just a short distance frc
her home . . . While we are giving ~
counts of the girl graduate success:
we might mention MARY JOYCE, RE.N
Bus.Ad., who is now secretary to t
Vice President of the Kroger Grocery
Baking Company and PATRICIA BAI
Bus.Ad., (now married to F. X. Shanno:
doing Budgetary Control in the Advs
tising Department of Procter and Gal
ble Company . . .

Back to the men who are or expe
to be in the service . . . We see . ,
DOUGLASC. VES.T, Ck.E., another form
editor of this magazine, temporari
with the Firestone Tire and Rubber C
in Akron, Ohio, until called to the Navy
assume duties as Ensign Vest ... ROBE
E. BLACK, M.E., to be commissioned aft
a training period in Army Ordnance
the National Cash Register Company.
ROBERT SALE, C'.E., last reported to
with U. S. Army Engineers in Car
Claiborne, Louisiana ... ROBE:RTE. TIN
LEY, M.E., with Aeroproducts Corpor
tion in Vandalia until called by Nav
Aviation ... ROBE.RTS. TOUR, C'h.E., a:
STANLEY H. JURY, ChE), commission
officers in Army Ordnance and believ
to be on active duty now ... HARRIS(
M. STACY,Bus.Ad., and HORACE.VAN D
LEUN, Bus.Ad., were commissioned jl
recently in the Coast Artillery and a
on duty overseas . . . RALPH ALL,EN a:
ALLEN ELLIOTT, Bus.Ad., in Governme
Meteorology Program at California Te
in Pasadena, in training to becor
second lieutenants in the Air Corps .
1\1CNAME:Ei,PARCHMAN, JOHNSON, SAUl
all Bus.Ad.'s, taking the Governme
l\1eteorology Program at Massachuse1
Insti tute of Technology . . . H. F. M
KENNEY, E.E., Radio Division, Sign
Corps Laboratory, Wright Field, Daytc



work~d with~is fel~ow B.M.O.C., David Cronin, HIGH· OCTANE FUEL·
Chemical Engineer, 39.. . . (Continuedvfrom Page 19)

Robert J .. Paul, Ch.E., recently discovered his 'The planned capacity is .250,000 barrels per day,
classmate Arthur F. Steinoff at the Sharonville enough to fulfill the military requirements of all
plant of the Drackett Chemical Company of Cin- of the Allied Nations. This expansion is, of course,
cinnati. This was their first meeting since their all out of proportion with normal peacetime re-
graduation in 1933. quirements, but the engines of war must be

After graduating from Civil Engineering in fed despite any predictions of post-war demands.
1940, Bruno C. Agostini obtained a position with One B-19 will consume 650 gallons while dropping
the T.V.A. at Ford Loudoun Dam, Lenoir City, bombs for one hour over some Ruhr valley indus-
Tenn., in their Field Engineering Dept. In June tries in Germany. Needless to say, such an expan-
of last year he was called to active duty with sion -will require huge quantities of materials,
the Army Air Corps in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. r-I ----------------,

There in the Aviation Cadet Examining Board, he I

handled the examination and processing of Avia-
tion Cadet applicants.

Frank G. Jones, Ch.E., '37, has been with the
Container Corporation of America since his first
co-op job in 1933. During the fall of 1941 he was
transferred to a branch factory of that company
in Anderson, Indiana.

Upon reporting for active duty this April in
Camp Hulen, Texas, Lieutenant Richard T.
Brown, A.A., '39, graduate was surprised to meet
two former graduates of U. C.; Captain Forde,
Class of 1917, and Major Tassard, Class of 1926.

Lieutenant William J. Cunningham, '40, C.E.
graduate, settled with the T.V.A. in Chattanooga,
Tenn., after receiving his degree. He was later
called to active duty and assigned to the Air
Corps (non-flyer) at the Baton Rouge Air Base
in Louisiana. After serving in various capacities,
he was finally transferred to troop duty and when
last heard from, was Motor Transportation Officer
of the Headquarters and Headquarters Squadron,
with the additional function of acting as adviser
to the Group Commander in matters pertaining
to Supply.

At the first of this year, Frank Riordan, Ch.E.,
'40, moved to Detroit, Michigan, to do chemical
engineering research in the field of extraction
with the Detroit Rex Products Company. Frank
h.as been an employee of this company since
graduation.

Graph of poice: increase vs. octane rating

most of them already at the very top of the
priorities list. For each barrel of daily production
capacity, approximately 2 tons of metal are need-
ed. One estimate plans the investment in equip-
ment and labor at 420 million dollars, the total
metal required at 516,000 tons, and the cost of
process control instruments at 21 million dollars.

The Standard Oil Company has lately completed
plans for the construction of 30 refining units
which will be scattered throughout the country
at the refining sites of the various large oil com-
panies. These units, of a remarkable new design,
are capable of producing both lOO-octane gasoline
and butadiene, chief constituent of synthetic rub-
ber, at the same time. Apparently both bottle-
necks of the war program will be solved simul-
taneously when the new refining units begin
producing.

MAINTENANCE
FINISHES

For nearly a half century. Foy's Finishes have been
manufactured to fit exacting requirements of
schools, factories, power plants, hotels. hospitals,
theaters, officeo buildings, ere. Foy stands for
absolute dependability plus the utmost in value and
beauty, always.

THE FOY PAINT CO., INC.
CINCINNATI

Phone MElrose 4270
(Retail Dept.: 230 East Fifth Street)
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THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.

T.lephone. AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET



The little glass fireman that draws no pay

--••
••

• ' .. "•........•..•...•...•. }O, .." ...•

, .. : ....., :

TAKE a good look at this picture. how' glass can now be made into glasses to withstand heat that turns
For without a ladder you sel- accurate mechanical parts. The met.als to liquid? Or that glass springs

dom get a close-up of a sprinkler bulb must shatter at a specific tern- front Corning will outlast metals in
head. perature. And it must shatter com- fatigue tests?
This one is said to be the last word- pletely, w~th no spli~ters to hin~er These few examples give you an
so reliable that industries which valve action. Too, It ~~st fit Its inkling of the growing usefulness
equip their buildings with this little hard~are exactly. So It s up to of glass in these days of material
e~fireman" obtain low insurance CornIn~ to supply glass free from shortages. No wonder engineers with
rates. Users say it pays for itself. weakening flaws and to h?ld wall urgent problems say "Ask Corning."
When the heat of a fire reaches a cer- thickness and O.D. to the small Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
tai t t th littl ~~Q t tolerances that can make or breakam empera ure, e I e uar - .

od" b lh 0 th 0 kl the efficiency of a sprinkler head.ZOI u you see In e sprln er
head is shattered by expanding Fussy? Sure. But fussy and tough
liquid inside it. A valve is thus jobs are stock in trade at Corning.
released, and water is directed onto Did oyou know fo~ instance that 0 R N I N G
the fire. CornIng makes a hght globe that
For the engineer, there's more to also protects industry because, (
that little bulb than meets the eye. unlike the eeQuartzoid" bulb, . mea n s
For one thing, it replaces alloys it will not shatter? That Corn- ' •
formerly used. For another, it shows ing has developed industrial Research In Glass
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CO-OP CAPERS
(Continued from Page 22)

card game (?). That's a fine way to be treated
after all his trouble in getting those fine jobs for
the boys. The beer flowed freely, and everyone
was feeling merry.

The Mechanicals dug up a baseball team which
beat the Electricals by a big score (shocking,
isn't it l) but ran into plenty of trouble when
the Aeros discovered a way to make their drives
sail out to safe three-point landings.

The new officers of A.S.M.E. are Harold Hem-
street, President; Hilton Ward, Vice-President;
and AI Meyer, Secretary-Treasurer.

TAU BETA PI
The new officers of Tau Beta Pi are: George

Pow, President; Harold Hemstreet and' Harold
Hancock, Secretaries; and Ralph Binns, Cata-
loguer.

A graduation dance was held on Saturday,
April 4, at the Kemper Lane Hotel, with Vic
Adkins orchestra. A scene of gaiety (not Gayety)
prevailed which was evidenced by the fact that
Pow had to carry Vest home. (It could have
been a sprained ankle.)

SCABBARD AND BLADE
Company C, 4th Regiment, of Scabbard and

Blade, the national honorary fraternity for ad-
vanced course cadets, held its annual initiation
on Saturday and Sunday, March 7 and 8. It was
held at the Mariemont boathouse, following a
custom of many years.

On April 4, Scabbard and Blade held its Spring"
Formal at Clovernook Country Club, with Ches
Wahle's orchestra supplying the music. During
intermission the retiring officers were presented
medals, and the new officers, Captain O. Wayne
Bryant, First Lieutenant Harold E. Howland,
Second Lieutenant Richard Hoffman, and First
Sergeants William A. Mauch and William Gaus-
man were introduced.

The twenty-two newly initiated members were
presented keys, and the two outstanding pledges,
Harold Peters and Arthur Ball were awarded
medals.

An initiation was held at Burnet Woods, May
17, for the four pledges, Henry Eads, Jim An-
deregg, Bernie Niemeier, and Jim Alexander, who
were out of town on section during the regular
initiation.

Other social highlights of the season included
a tea dance with Guidon on Sunday afternoon,
IVIay 17, and a picnic at McFarlan Woods on
June 6, which the military faculty and their wives
and Guidon also attended.
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Blueprints for War and Peace . . .
invariably include the productive
facilities of LeBlond lathes. De-
signed for speed and accuracy I

these modern machine +ools give
an accelerating impetus • • • in
war or peace • • • wherever low
cost turning is essential.

The R. K. LeBlond Machine Tool Co.
CINCINNATI

Largest Manufacturer of a Complete Line of Lathes

Entrance to the Engineering and Service building.
Notice the Navy "E" flag in the foreground.

rmDm'.'~.-'<!'... I -.
. ". -~. I~ - -' - - ~

Machines bearing this trade-mark have, for over S8 years,
been a prominent factor in contributing to our national de-
fense. Now, they are more important than ever before in
our "all out" war effort. You will find them in arsenals,
aircraft factories, and aboard ship. Write for a copy of pub-
licarion M-99S. It will give you a preliminary picture of our
plant and products, which include Milling, Grinding, Broach-
ing, Lapping, Die Sinking and Cutter Sharpening machines.

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI, OHIO U. S. A.
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PLAKES ARE THE CUTTING TOOLS

EACH houris worth ten in production this versatile metal working tool include
time when steel plate for our ma- hardening steel to any degree and

chines, guns, tanks and ships are depth; welding two or more metal parts
multiple flame cut by the Airco Oxy- into a strong, homogeneous unit; ma- AIR
acetylene Flame. Slicing its way through chining metals with unrivaled speed,
steel and iron, this white hot flame has and cleaning and dehydrating metal
revolutionized metal fabrication by surfaces for long lasting paint [obs. To
providing a swift, accurate, economi- insure greatest speed, efficiency and
cal method of shaping sheets, forgings, economy in applying the Airco Oxy- REDUCTION
castings, structures and pipe. Size and acetylene Flame to defense prOduction,. .
shape which can be cut is practically Air Reduction offers industry the coop-
limitless. A single piece or hundreds eration ofa complete engineering staff. 1"£3 I qA3~~A
of identical pieces can be shaped to To better acquaint you with the ~eJU»!a ~~.J':
amazingly close tolerances. Changes many things that this modern produc- 60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORKI N. Y.

in design require only new blueprints ticn tool does better we have published In Texas:
or templets to guide the torch. "Airco in the News", a pictorial re- Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.

Other defense [obs being done by view in book form. Write for a copy. DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

A.NYTHING AND EVE 11 YT DIN G .'O·R G~ S WEl .•JtING OR CUTTING ...\.ND AR~ WELDING
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E.S.M.D.T.
(Continued from Page 3)

ized and opened on January 12 to 35 students
who met the Civil Service requirements. This
class completed its instruction on April 3, and
is believed to be the first group in the country
to receive its citations. Additional classes have
been admitted at intervals of six weeks. This work
could not have been given without the effective
cooperation of the Ohio Mechanics Institute, the
vocational schools of this city; and of the State
Trade School, Bridgeport, Connecticut, in pro-
viding facilities and equipment. The overlapping
sections of this course provide continuous instruc-
tion for approximately seventy students.

Near the end of March, the Signal Corps re-
quested a full-time day course of twenty-four
weeks duration in radio and communications. This
instruction was organized and began on April 13
with an enrollment of sixty students.

In these day courses a total of 204 students
have been enrolled. They have been taught by
twenty instructors: fourteen from the campus
and six recruited elsewhere.

For the coming year a new element enters the
picture. It is expected that transportation will
be greatly curtailed and plans are therefore being
made to provide courses in a number of neigh-
boring towns such as Batavia, Harrison, Lebanon,
and other centers in which demand may develop.
Arrangements for courses in Middletown have
already been made, and the work in Hamilton
will be continued.

E.S.M.D.T.-an unpronounceable succession of
letters-has been proceeding rather quietly in its
contribution to the war effort-let's stop calling
it "defense" in spite of the "D" in the official
designation.

With the unique exception of the course in
ultra-high frequency technique, no E.S.M.D.T.
courses carry any academic credit. This insures
that those who take this training expect no ad-
vantage other than increased usefulness in the
war effort.

To some whose services have been much in
demand, this training program has meant a
teaching load which is quite unorthodox accord-
ing to normal academic standards-but present
conditions are neither normal nor academic. Per-
haps they never again will be, and possibly it is
not too soon to begin to think about that; certainly
the period following the war will require educa-
tion more profound and more significant than
"E.S.M.D.T.," and with several more letters in its
name.

Open Every Evening Except Tuesday and Thursday

JOHN SCHWARZ
Fine Footwear

754-756 East McMillan Street. Walnut Hills
Phone WOodburn 9728

Vine-Norwood, North Norwood, Zoo-Eden Park and
Crosstown Cars Pass the Door
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UNITED THEY STAND
hi ,... most anyt tng :

By what strange alchemy do thin, frail sheets of
wood become so tough and strong ... so resistant'
to wear and tear, to water, chemicals and decay
... that builders of aircraft, boats, homes, and
other ,structures hail these transformed woods
as marvel materials?

The answer is found in "Bakelite" resins. These syn ..
thetic, man-made materials, which paved the way for
many developments in molded, laminated, and cast
plastics in common use everywhere, have gained an even
broader and more basic role. .

Through research ... in helping to solve the problems
posed by manufacturers in many fields . . ."Bakelite"
resins have become increasingly important as impregnat-
ing, coating, and bonding agents. They hold materials
together ... and they give greater strength, greater dur-
ability, and longer life to common substances that man
has used for ages. "Bakelite" resins also permit the crea-
tion of many new materials . . . materials never seen
before •.. with possibilities that make one want to do
things with them.

Developments in bonding, stabilizing and densifying
plywoods with "Bakelite" resins are one phase of this
story. "Bakelite" resins have also solved many problems
in the fabrication of metals, carbon, abrasives, cloth,
leather, paper, glass ... in countless ways ... in varied'
forms. Certain types of "Bakelite" resins have helped
to establish new standards of durability for paints and
varnishes.

And this is only the beginning. As new problems are
presented ... to be' solved by research ... a host of new
uses may be expected of these efficient, versatile, problem-
solving materials.

• • •
The ever-broadening. diversification of materials offered
by Bakelite Corporation is liow supplemented by the
"Vinylite" plastics developed and produced by Carbide
and Carbon Chemicals Corporation. The manufacture
and application of these products have been greatly [acil-
itated by the plastics-fabricating research of National
Carbon Company, Inc., by the metallurgical experience
of Electro Metallurgical Company and Haynes Stellite
Company, and by the metal-fabricating knowledge of The
Linde Air Products Companv: All of these companies are
Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation,

BAI(ELITE CORPORATION
Unit 0/ Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 EAST 42ND STREET I!l:3:! NEW YORK, N. Y.

Ili;j~;ii:·:j::::ill.~~;]I·:i:::.,!:i.i8i.i,i:.1II. . w •.....:::. ~,0t··.i~·~lliijJ.
Wonder uioodsl .Propellers and
many aircraft parts are produced
with "Bakelite": resin-bonded
molded plywoods.

_~~~~~-'-':;'!:iiIIi!i."lIIIIill>::~~ __ :m';".IIlIl!l!IIIifIi~_1IIIIIIIl
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Born setuoorthy l Plywoods bonded with
"Bakelite" resins are ideal for boat con-
struction. No need to worry about getting
them wet. They won't de-laminate!

---..~~ru:':'::'::·:::~:: :}J1!k~lIla" _

Speeding up production! Abrasive partie
cles in vital high-speed grinding wheels
are bonded with "Bakelite" resins.

Even the rollers that roll steel, roll on
bearings made of "Bakelite" resin-bonded
materials!
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The metal Dr. Uhlig uses pays no attention
whatever at first when it is placed close to a
powerful alnico' magnet. Then, like a woman who
has a sudden change of heart, it suddenly flies to
the arms of the waiting magnet.

The scientific explanation is that a delayed
change takes place in the steel's atomic arrange-
ment. Dr. Uhlig heats a strip of the metal to 1100

F, at which temperature it is nonmagnetic, and
then suddenly cools it. The atoms start rearrang-
ing themselves when the metal is cooled, but it
takes about a minute and a half before the major-

"ff'. ity are shifted and at least a day before they allC IDEA MARKET reach a state of equilibrium.

"A,PENNY for your thoughts" is dirt cheap!
Last year the General Electric Company paid

$95,203 to its employees for some 12,453 sugges-
tions for more efficien t ways of doing things; in
the past 20 years General Electric employees have
converted thoughts into $1,100,000 worth of
suggestions.

Many of last year's suggestions were ideas for v--

speeding u~~ar production. For example, one COME AND GET IT ••••
young man s Idea fQr a better method of manu- ND h h b d" d
f " di ". . b h hi A] w en t e oys come an get It to ay,
acturmg ra 10 equipment roug tIm. $800; .IT h fi d "I R" "r d d b

h 1 · d c hi · . t ey n ron ations sareguar: e yanot er emp oyee receIve an award lor IS In- .. . " .
.. devi h" h ts i h If th ti · d electronics, a science now used to lns.pect muchgenlous eVlce w lC CUS In a e lme requIre ." " .

c "1 ". b "I " 1 " . of the steel going In to tm cans that produce many
lor a vrta step In Ul ding propu sion equipment " "(A 11 h . . d fc hi a mess. ctua y t ese tin cans are rna e 0
lor wars IpS. h. 1· h hi " f")

S f th C ' t' "1 s eet stee , WIt a t In coating 0 tin,orne 0 e ompany s mos economlca " "
methods of operation have evolved from this Sheet steel races from ~rocesslllg machines at
practice of "buying ideas." speeds up to 1000 feet a minute, and the human

~ eye can not detect tiny pin holes that may cause
spoilage" Two electronic devices, however, do the
job: one discovers holes as tiny as 1/100 of an
inch in diameter; the other marks the flaw for
removal before the sheet becomes a container.

Just before the strip of steel en ters the leveller
rolls, it passes through a slotted scanner .head.
Light projected downward pierces through any
pin holes and operates photoelectric tubes in the

Lth'WUJ bott~m half of the head. Thes~ tubes, .throu~h an

Aw CH-ANGE 0 F HEART amplifier, "operate a mechanls~ w~lch diverts
faulty sections from the production line,

DR. UHLIG, a scientist in the G-E Research Thus the science of electronics is helping to
Laboratory, can make a piece of stainless look after that stomach on which an army is

steel change its mind in truly feminine fashion. supposed to travel.

GENERAL. ELECTRIC




